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Message from the Freyr
It has been a while since we last attempted to
resurrect the Freeholder newsletter.
Since that time many changes have happened
within the Freehold: we now have three Kindreds,
leadership changed hands, and we restructured
the Witangemot to focus on representing Kindreds
rather than Guilds. We have grown our numbers
and expanded our reach within the province.
We have hosted the first physical gathering of the
Freehold at the Althing in almost a decade.
All told we have become a more active
and involved religious community.

in the office of Freyr, I have begun to truly settle
into the role. I have begun to sound out interest
in establishing a Canada wide Heathen advocacy
group. This has been supported by Heathen
leaders from across the country. Working with the
Jarls of the Freehold’s Kindreds, we have begun
the process of resisting racist Heathens and their
recruitment tactics. Alliances with other provincial
neopagan groups have begun to be formalised.
Our continued membership in the Troth Kindred
Program has allowed us to continue networking
with other Inclusive Heathens.

Last Althing Skadhi’s Mountain Kindred in Salmon
Arm was granted status and representation within
the Freehold, this was our third Kindred to be
so recognised. Burrardfjord Kindred in Metro
Vancouver was granted Provisional Kindred status
by the Witangemot in January, bringing our total
to four kindreds within the Freehold.
Unfortunately since then, Njord’s Nook Kindred
was unable to maintain the numbers to be a
Kindred of the Freehold, bringing us back down
to three kindreds. This is still progress, since we
established our first Kindred in 2015 with
Serpent Lake Kindred of Vernon having that
honour. As we continue to grow, we will have
occasional setbacks in communities that aren’t
quite ready yet, this should not discourage us.

The Althing has once more become the Freehold’s
pre-eminent event. Last Lammas, we gathered at
the Grene Wode in Langley, honoured the gods
and other holy powers, held a spae rite with the
assistance of Lorrie Wood and Diana Paxson,
and offered blót on behalf of the entire Freehold
community. This year we will host the Althing at
the Mount Seymour Provincial Park Group
Campsite during the Labour Day Long Weekend.
This annual gathering allows us to build and
maintain the bonds of community between our
scattered membership, I hope you will all be able
to join us this year.
It has been my honour to take the reins of our
organisation and I will continue to strive for excellence
in myself and the other officers of the Freehold.

Last Althing, John Mainer stepped down as Freyr.
It has been my honour to follow in his footsteps
and continue the growth of the Freehold that
began under his guidance. After almost a year

In Frith and Service,
Aaron Brookes
Freyr of the British Columbia Heathen Freehold
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August 30th – September 2nd, 2019
Mount Seymour Provincial Park

Schedule of Events

The Althing is the British Columbia Heathen
Freehold’s annual gathering.
We will gather with like minded Heathens to honour
the gods, wights, and holy ancestors of our community.
All who come in frith are welcome to join us.
Only members of the Freehold may vote in the
business meeting. All other activities are fully open
to all attendees.

Friday, August 30, 2019

Sunday, September 1, 2019

2:30 PM - 4:30 PM

7:30 AM - 9:00 AM

Breakfast

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Heathen Lore Panel

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM

Lunch

12:30 PM - 2:30 PM

Ethics Panel

2:30 PM - 3:00 PM

Break

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM

Galdor Workshop
(Spoken Magic)

Registration, Arrival,
and Set-Up

4:30 PM - 5:00 PM

Opening Rite
Land Taking

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Supper

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM
Class (TBD)
(We are currently looking for volunteers
to fill the 6pm class slot)

There will be many classes on Heathen topics.
Several rites to bring us closer as a community
and to the gods. Lunch and supper will be provided,
as well as Breakfast on the final day.
This is our main event!

7:30 PM - 9:00 PM

Skaldic Overview

5:00 PM - 6:00 PM

Supper

9:00 PM

Skaldic Competition

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

Business Meeting

7:30 PM

Grand Symbel

Space will be established to house the Vés
for the thirteen deities in the Freehold Pantheon.
Other deities may have a Vé established
with permission of the Witan.
Children’s Programming will be provided if there
is sufficient demand. Children are welcome
to attend and participate in all activities.

Adult Weekend Pass (16 - 64)
$100
Youth/Senior Weekend Pass (5 - 15 / 65+) $70
Child Weekend Pass (Under 5)
$0
Adult Day Pass
Youth/Senior Day Pass
Child Day Pass

$30
$20
$0

Facebook event link
www.facebook.com/events/1986531188317356

Althing 2018 photos © Kate Brooks 2018

Prices

Saturday, August 31, 2019

Monday, September 2, 2019

7:30 AM - 9:00 AM

Breakfast

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM

Breakfast

9:00 AM - 11:30 AM

Heathen Ritual Panel

9:00 AM - 10:30 AM

Site Clean-up

11:30 AM - 12:30 PM

Lunch

11:00 AM

Closing

12:30 PM - 4:30 PM

Sacred Games

4:30 PM - 6:00 PM

Husel (Sacred Feast)

6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

Runes Workshop

7:30 PM - 9:00 PM

Seidhr Overview
(Trance Magic)

9:00 PM

Oracular Spae Rite
(Trance Journey)
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ALTHING 2019
Travel Directions
The entrance to Mount Seymour Provincial Park
is located on Mount Seymour Road, just north of
Mount Seymour Parkway in North Vancouver.
Located 15 kilometres northeast of downtown
Vancouver, the Park is accessed via the Second
Narrows Bridge and Mount Seymour Parkway.

5
Tom van Deijnen / TomofHolland
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If you are arriving later on Friday afternoon,
please allow for extra travel time to account for
rush hour traffic.
Google Maps link:
https://goo.gl/maps/UBmhn8k1K5NpUqFe7

Broken chains, broken faith, whole self.
John T. Mainer

Ancestor veneration is an important part of
traditional Heathen practice at the hearth level.
One of the holiest feasts in ancient times was
the Alfarblot, or the feast of the elves.
The alfar were deemed to be the spirits of places,
frequently arising out of the honoured dead.
The powers of the alfar were broad as was their
importance. In Austrafararvísur, Sigvatr Þórðarson,
the Christian Skald was refused hospitality at
farm after farm during Alfarblot, as due to the
holy nature of the feast, having a non-believer
guest would violate the hallowing of the feast
and bring ill luck.
Since the laws of hospitality bound all to offer
him guest rights in their hall, the Christian skald

recognized that this feast must indeed be of
true importance for him to be denied sacred
hospitality during this feast alone, where even
at Yule it would have been extended.
Mound sitting, sitting on the burial mounds
of your ancestors features in many saga,
and important initiatory, healing, and educational
blessings had been received by the heroes of
those saga from sitting on those mounds and
offering to their sacred ancestors.
In this age, the Heathens lived in large family
groups in which the deeds of their ancestors were
retold as stories to the young, in which connection
to family, tribe, and the land were interwoven
at every layer so that it was impossible for a
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Heathen man or woman to think of themselves
outside the web of connections that bound them
to their ancestors, their land, their tribe, and their
holy gods. Even during the first centuries after
conversion to Christianity, this survived.
In Ygnling’s Saga the Christian Olaf Trygvasson
traveled to the mound of his ancestor Olaf
Geirstad-Alf, who as his name suggests, was
revered as an alfar after his death. The Disir,
or maternal ancestors and the alfar, those male
ancestors whose presence was so great as to
continue to dwell in the land itself were a major
part of the hearth level (as opposed to collective
village or town level) practice.

generation, and many gaps appear after the first.
Likewise, we have many who are adopted, or
whose parents came to this land from far away,
and when they passed left no memories of those
who came from their line before them. The chain
that connects many to their ancestors is broken
in many places. Many grow up either adopted
or fostered, where their blood parentage is either
unknown, or the connection to the family that
came before is lost.
Beyond the broken chains of our ancestral links
is a darker truth about ancestor veneration and
real world heathenry, that of broken faith.
How do we deal with the abusive ancestors, the
monsters in the bloodline? I will be honest,
Fast forward a millennium to our own lands
my own mother is such a creature. The day will
and we find a far different world that we take up
never be that I raise a horn in her honour, and
this ancient practice in, and a far different folk
on the day she passes, I don’t even wish to be
who do it. We do not find ourselves born in the
informed. I choose not to invest hate, mostly
town where our ancestors have dwelled for a
because it is a poison that creeps into every
hundred years, where the bones of our tenth time relationship you have, both sacral and personal,
grandfather and mother are interred.
but many will not be in a position of sufficient
We do not live in villages where each of us share
power and security that they can let go their
tribal bonds of multigenerational interconnections, own hatred at the wrongs unpunished that were
nor dwell in clans with several generations
done to them. Does this cut you off from your
together under one, or adjacent roofs where
ancestors of the blood?
our collective family history is preserved to pass
In a word, no.

How do we deal with the abusive ancestors,
the monsters in the bloodline?
intact to those who follow. We are isolates in
a way our ancestors could not conceive.
Frequently we are first in our line to dwell in
a place, and rarely will the bones of a son lie
beside those of a father, nor daughter beside
a mother unless tragedy should take them
together. We seldom dwell in the same town as
all our aunt’s uncles, cousins or even siblings,
nor do we gather every evening to share the
stories of the struggles of our ancestors
and hear their deeds. Most of us would be lucky
to name their direct ancestors past the third

In heathenry we understand the grieving process.
We understand how the loss of a loved one is a
wound, and that if we do not deal with the trauma
of loss we will never be able to reach past the
pain of the loss to touch the good memories
that lie before, and the dead will truly be lost to
us. This wisdom honestly has implications that
took me far too long to fully process, because it
applies to the living as well as the dead.
Where one that you have loved has hurt you
to the point that you must cut yourself off from
them to preserve yourself, or they have chosen
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to cut themselves off from you, the process of
grieving must be followed through its course
for you to reclaim what you will of the relationship
that was, even if the sum total of what you reclaim
is the awareness that one who should have been
mother or father to you never filled that role when
you needed it. Let go what is no more or never
was, so that you may take hold of what still is, and
what of the past you choose to bring forward.

but speaks not of it, for she has little care
for the power of kings, the rise and fall of nations,
the marching of armies. Hers is the care of the
bloodlines, the families, that which is eternal not
the transient glories of thrones or banners. She is
a weaver, and as any weaver understands, there
will be broken threads, but the strength of the
cloth is forged not in the strength of the fibers
themselves but in their interconnections.

Everyone thinks they know the expression blood
is thicker than water, except that is only a partial
quote and a badly incorrect one. The full saying
is “The blood of the covenant is thicker than the
water of the womb”. This states not that family
blood counts for more than anything else, but
the exact opposite. The family you choose, those
who have made their blood your own through joint
struggles, joint commitments, and just being there
when needed count for more than those whose
relationship to you is simply you once shared
a womb or trace yourself back to a common one.
In an ideal world you were raised by a loving
mother and father, taught how to grow into
manhood and womanhood by the men and women
of your line through instruction and example.
Sometimes that actually happens, frequently
sometimes parts of that happen, and sometimes
that bears not even the slightest connection to
your life experience. Does this mean you are cut
off from your ancestors? Again, the answer is no.

So it is with our lives. You may or may not have
had a father to guide your hands upon tool or
weapon to guide you into manhood, you may or
may not have had a mother to teach you how
to meet the changes in yourself and challenges
in your life, but someone filled that role. They
title they may have had varies a HUGE amount,
sometimes you recognize them as foster parent,
uncle, aunt, grandparent. Sometimes the person
is a coach, a teacher, a friend, or a mentor who
was the instructor or simply the inspiration who
got you through your challenges and allowed you
to become the person you are. There are those
friends and non blood family who have been with
you through the hard times, the good times,
the flat our strange times, to whom you have
turned in need, and who have turned to you in
their need; these people are bound to you by
the blood of the covenant, and they are as much
bound to you as the ancestors of blood, if not
more so. Parenthood is like kingship, blood gets
you first dibs on the job, but if you choose not
to fulfill the responsibilities someone else will do
so, and to them go all the glories that go with it,
even if the title is seldom recognized. These are
the strands of the web that touch your life and
bind you to those who have gone before, these
are the links you use to reach past the broken
places to call and be answered by your ancestors.
Ancestors of the blood, and ancestors of the
spirit who may not share a single drop of blood,
but who will recognize the blood of the covenant
that has bound you to their own and will claim you
as their own by right of it.

Frigg is first among all the Disir, the weaver of
wyrd. Weaver is an important word because while
Christianity likes to think in true Patrilineal terms
of inheritance through the line of the father, our
own ancestors understood that what connects us
is not a line, but a web. It is true that in the web
that connects us with our ancestors, there may
be breaks, for many of those individual strands
are unknown to us or are tainted so that we will
not reach out, let alone through them to what lies
beyond. That does not mean we are lost or cut off.
Frigg shares Odin’s knowledge of the web of wyrd,
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from us to the earth to the gods” as we complete
the gifting cycle at the end of every blot or hussel.
The land is one land, be it the land we stand on
at the moment, or the land our ancestors trod
a thousand years ago, it is one land, and we
may offer to our dead who arose from and were
interred in this earth whether we stand fifty feet or
five thousand miles from their grave.
In the Icelandic saga, we see the early one of the
early settlers hurling his god post off the prow
of his ship that Thor should choose where they
would settle. Upon arrival, an offering of thanks
was made to the ancestors for safe arrival in a
new land. They offered in a land that none of them
had trod before in the sure and certain knowledge
that their ancestors would receive and accept the
offering in the lands they claimed today, just as
they would have accepted the offering in the lands
they had dwelled for generations.

Here we stand, a community of people who
gather together on a land our ancestors never
trod, beside people who share none of our blood,
and we seek to reclaim a practice taken from
In my personal practice, I have found that in
our ancestors long before our birth in a world
the continued practice of ancestor veneration,
they would not recognize our understand, and
I have deepened my connection to the land
yet we succeed. Broken chains between us and
and it’s spirits in ways deeper and more powerfully forgotten ancestors, broken faith between us and
than my own direct attempts to build relationships those family we protect ourselves from, broken
with the landveittir themselves. It is clear from
history where the ancient ways are lost beyond
the studies of ancestral practice that there was
recognition let alone re creation for our own
little to no division between the honouring of the
generation, yet we have woven for ourselves a
ancestors, and connection to the land itself.
new covenant, and the blood of that covenant
It is one of the reasons that the definition of
is stronger than the water of the womb.
alf or elf in our lore is troublesome to modern
Through this web we are bound and across this
people as we answer yes to both questions
web we call to our ancestors, both of blood and
of are elves spirits of places or spirits of the
of spirit, both known and unknown, that we may
dead. How can we place our roots in the land if
be whole, be hale, and be gentle as we take in
we do not embrace our own roots? Conversely,
our care this earth and this folk that we receive
how can we embrace our own roots and ignore
from our ancestors and hold only in trust for our
them and they bind us to? The folk and the land
descendants.
are bound, for the life of all is connected both
practically and spiritually. We say when making
our offerings, “From the gods to the earth to us,
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Thorbjorn Hornklofr was the court skald of
Harald Shaggy-hair, and one of the more
interesting cases of mound-sitting in the lore.
Raised as a shepherd in rural Norway, he always
dreamed of being a skald.
Every night he would graze his sheep beside
the mound of a renowned local skald, and make
offerings to the alf who dwelled there in hopes
of inspiration. Over time the spirit of the dead man
was moved by his faithful offerings, where his own
descendants offered nothing, and so appeared
to Thorbjorn upon the mound and told him that
he was returning the gift of his faithful offerings
by passing along the Odin given gift of his own
skaldship. The next dawn, Thorbjorn put down
his shepherd’s staff and walked to the hall
of the king and matched himself against the best
skalds in Norway to become the king’s own skald.
Clearly, in our ancestors understanding, the ties
of the blood were not a requirement of ancestor
veneration, as the alf of the mound knew Thorbjorn
was not blood kin, yet claimed him as his own by
right of service and gifted him accordingly.
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A Hymn to Loki
Venesa Vallese

Fire scorching and peeling, warming and healing.
Destructive, transformative.
The fire raging through my veins calls me
to burn away the old and kindle the new.
I hear your voice Loki,
inviting me to dance with you among the flames.
The flames grow higher around us;
shielding, trapping, transforming.
The flames become a part of me,
emboldening me to rebuild anew from the ashes of the old.
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Picking up his axe, he looked at the tree as his
foe of the day and struck it a mighty blow down
betwixt the knee and ankle height where the
trunk was thick and smooth. Driving deep in the
trunk, he imagined cleaving a foe to the hip,
and nearly shot out of a year’s growth when
a grey gravelly voice sounded from behind him.
“Too deep boy, now your axe is lost. Too square,
you are felling trees, not scything grain. One
stroke down, cross one up and you will take a bite,
and watch your axe spring clear clean and true.”

Gift for a Gift
By John T. Mainer

The land was new to them, come far cross the
seas from the mad kings rage to a land the gods
and jottun yet warred over. Harald Shaggy Hair
left no room for those not sworn to him, so kith
and kin, clan and kine, those who would live free
boarded their serpents for the land of ice and
fire. Thor was with them, and their serpent found
fair harbor, but three ships in twelve were Ran
claimed, and found no home save the deeps.
They claimed what they could walk round with
brand burning, and that was claimed, but if the
spring found them fair winds and sweet rain,
the fields grew stones not rye, and timber was
more dear found than gold. Life was hard, even
if spirits were high. To be a child in such times
was to be cast adrift from all you had known
into a world of struggle and wonder, of fear and
marvels. There was little time for idle, and less
for complaining, but if the land was full of work,
it was marked as well with wonder.
Starveling monks had held this land once,
few haggard beggars of the white fool retreated
before their coming, but had begun to trade when
the new settlers proved farmers rather than

Image source unknown

raiders, but the abandoned monasteries were
not what drew young Olaf’s eye, that would be
the Sea Kings Howe.
A ship grave from some sea raider marked the
headlands, and Olaf well liked to bring his food
to the Howe and break off a piece for the barrow
wights as he dreamed about the old days the
grown men spoke of, war with the Shaggy Hair,
burning steading and shattered shields. Week
upon week he grazed the goats and hewed the
trees for the beams of the barn. It was his to
hew the tree, to clean and limb, and his father
and uncle would drag them back to the steading,
while the goats grazed the branches with the
cheer of boys and goats for anything that should
have been out of reach.
Pouring out a bit of milk to the howe, he offered
to the Sea King “I wish I could know what you
did lord, and not a life of no more care than
goats and grain” Indeed, indeed every time he
asked his father or uncle for instruction of arms,
they would shake their heads, and tell him such
madness they left behind them.

Trying to spin and bring his axe to bear, Olaf
noted the axe was held hard by the tree, and took
working it up and down, back and forth, and even
a strong boot to clear its buried head. Abashed
he turned to see which of the settlement’s men
had come to mock him. Seeing a grey bearded
stranger in rough ring mail and sheepskin with
long hafted axe leaned against his thigh where
he sat on the howe chewing the bread and
cheese left for the sea king.
“Come boy, I knew a bit about axes once, and for
the bread and cheese should give you something
in turn. You’ve a man’s work before you, and a
boy’s arms to do it, you will need your head more
than your hands”
Olaf shuddered as he banished the thought that
this stranger could have had his head rather
than his lunch so silently had he come upon him.
Still, he was raised to be polite, and to heed his
elders. With a nod, he took to the hewing as the
old man watched and instructed.
“No boy, bend your knees and turn your feet.
Your hips move a wee bit and the axe moves
a lot, it’s a long day’s work you have.”
Sitting back in the sun the old man smiled
as Olaf tried to stay in balance as he moved
his body, not his axe, and the tree seemed
to tremble before him.
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“Head and hand boy; keep your head when your
axe is in your hand, or some tree or fool will stave
it in for you. There is no room for fear or anger,
just the work of the day, the song of the axe”
Under the old man’s eye and sharp tongue,
he learned to stand again, to sway his whole
body like a leaf in the wind so the axe kissed
the tree, and wood wedges leaped from it almost
without effort.
“One arm will fall off, and the tree take off your
head if you don’t switch off lad. Work the offside
too, just below this one, or the tree will like to
take off that empty blond head of yours”
Olaf had trouble using the axe in with his off
hand, but the old man’s mockery was bitter
to face, and soon his notch was looking only
slightly less ragged than other side, and with
a crack the tree dropped straight as a plumb line
away from him. Turning to shout his joy to the old
warrior, his joy choked as he saw the old man had
vanished like a ghost, just as he came.
Day on day, Olaf would leave his offering on the
howe, and like as not, when the time for axe work
came the old man would be sitting on a stump
or stone, gentle mockery and watchful eye
guiding the lad in the days work, until his skill
was winning grudging praise from his hard eyed
uncles and hard working father. Spring passed
into summer, and his arms grew corded and
his balance true, while the barn rose and came
thatched. No one but the goats knew of Olaf’s
visitor as he was never fully sure if he was real,
with only the uncaring goats to witness.
It was Wodensday, on towards noon when the
smoke and shouts brought him back from the
goats at the run. Someone was hurt, there were
cries of pain and the smoke could only be from a
burning roof. There was an accident!
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Running with the axe in his fist as he would never
leave a tool to be lost, Olaf had no thought of any
danger for himself as he charged the steading,
and the shouts turned into the anger of men
and clash of metal. Raiders!
Not understanding this change in his peaceful
world of goats and grain, Olaf had forgotten
the axe in his fist as the first raider rounded
the barn and swung a sword at the stripling boy.
The old man’s voice rang again in his head.
“Head and hand boy; keep your head when your
axe is in your hand, or some tree or fool will stave
it in for you. There is no room for fear or anger,
just the work of the day, the song of the axe”
Swaying as the old man taught him to avoid the
blow, without thought his axe licked out and
limbed the raider as he limbed a tree. Dodging
the screaming raider, he saw three more
besetting his uncle and father and without a cry
or word worked his axe lightly left and right to
ankle and thigh. Strokes taught for pine and fir
brought sea wolves low as the old man’s voice
echoed in a young boy’s ears, and without thought
he kept his balance and went about the work of
the day, the song of the axe.

12
Taking his place between father and uncle young
Olaf never once fouled a shield or missed a step
on the corpse strewn ground. How had his son
learned the lessons a war weary father swore his
son would never need, and never received?
Shaking with exhaustion, Olaf’s limbs trembled
as he gasped like the smith’s bellows as the last
of the raiders fell to his mother’s bow while trying
to flee, Olaf heard the old man’s voice drumming
dreams of glory from a young boys head, and
teaching the song of the axe that was not sung for
trees alone to a boy who would one day need it.
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Upcoming Events
June

October

June 21st, 2019
MIDSUMMER!

October 13th 2019
Skadhi’s Mountain Kindred - Winternights

June 23rd, 2019, 1 pm
Heathen Freehold Coffee Meetup
Caffe Artigiano
4010 Main Street, Vancouver, BC.
Contact Garth Spencer:
garth.van.spencer@gmail.com

October 14th, 2019
WINTERNIGHTS / Canadian Thanksgiving

Dropping shield and blood slick sword to clasp his
boy to him, Ranulf asked his boy only this “How?”
That night, Ranulf took his son out to the sea
kings howe, and poured out a full bottle
of precious mead that was horded for long
winter’s nights to the spirit of the sea king
who taught a young boy the song of the axe
when a father’s voice would not.

Gabriel Biderman

August

November

August 3rd 2019
Skadhi’s Mountain Kindred
Lammas & SMK Moot

November 11th, 2019
Einherjar Blót / Remembrance Day

August 5th, 2019
Lammas / BC Day

Skadhi’s Mountain Kindred
Einherjar Blót

A gift for a gift.
August 10th, 2019, 10 am to 5 pm
Vancouver Pagan Pride Day
Trout Lake Park, Vancouver, BC.

Ranulf looked at his eldest son Olaf and his heart
was in his throat. They had fled the mad king’s
wars so their boys need not water the fields with
life-wine, and he would not have to burn more kin
on the fires that lit the old country, and now they
feared the hopes of peace would leave the young
lad fodder for the war that came to them anyway.
Olaf moved through the battle with a calm repose,
his axe licking left and right, taking hand and leg,
his body swaying like a sapling in the storm wind,
always and ever just a blade width away from the
spear or swords that lay so many of the untried
youth low. No rage, no fear marked his face, just
the focus of a hard man about a hard day’s work.

The Freeholder
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December

August 30th – September 2nd, 2019
Seymour Group Campsite
Mt. Seymour Provincial Park, Port Coquitlam, BC.

December 20th, 2019 (sunset / Mother’s Night)
to January 1st, 2020 (sunset)
YULE

**VOLUNTEER CALLOUT**
We are also looking for volunteers for
a) filling the Friday 6pm class slot.
b) generally helping out at the Althing.
Contact Aaron Brookes for more details:
tiwborn@gmail.com
Viking axes from Oseberg ship burial (AD 834)

valkyrja.com
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Aesir
Asgard
Baldur
Blot
Freya
Frigga
Flying
Gjallarhorn
Heimdall
Kindred
Loki
Mjolnir
Muninn
Odin
Spear
Sumbel
Thing
Thor
Vanir
Yule
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